
 

Today marks the end of “The First Lego League Azerbaijan (FLL) competition, which has been heldToday marks the end of “The First Lego League Azerbaijan (FLL) competition, which has been held
since yesterday among schoolchildren in engineering and robotics, organized by the Ministry ofsince yesterday among schoolchildren in engineering and robotics, organized by the Ministry of
Education and the “Edumedia” company at the ADA University (the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy).Education and the “Edumedia” company at the ADA University (the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy).

  

FLL is a tournament that introduces students to the worlds of science, technology, physics, andFLL is a tournament that introduces students to the worlds of science, technology, physics, and
mathematics. By participating in this tournament, students gain important skills such as critical thinking,mathematics. By participating in this tournament, students gain important skills such as critical thinking,
problem solving in novel ways, and teamwork, all of which are necessary for future scientists andproblem solving in novel ways, and teamwork, all of which are necessary for future scientists and
engineers.engineers.

  

The tournament's theme this year is "CITY SHAPER." The students, aged 10 to 16, who competed inThe tournament's theme this year is "CITY SHAPER." The students, aged 10 to 16, who competed in
the tournament in teams, conducted urban planning research using special "Lego Midstorms EV3" kits,the tournament in teams, conducted urban planning research using special "Lego Midstorms EV3" kits,
assembled a robot to solve the declared missions, and demonstrated their creativity in programming it.assembled a robot to solve the declared missions, and demonstrated their creativity in programming it.

  

Today is the event's awards ceremony, and the winners will be awarded.Today is the event's awards ceremony, and the winners will be awarded.

  

Please visit the website below for more information on thePlease visit the website below for more information on the
competition: competition: http://www.fllazerbaijan.org/http://www.fllazerbaijan.org/  
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